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Well, after four years its back!  the Matrix reloaded took up the story six months after the 

first film and was hyped up that it take u deeper into the Matrix, to experience other 

newer levels than b4.  This it did, showing „programs‟ that differed from the mainstream 

Agents of the first film. 

It was more thought provoking than inspirational, while the first film was both.  The 

ideas seemed weighted which too much philosophy, though the dialogue about 

choices/fate was interesting, and like in the last one, Morpheus got some of the best lines. 

„There r no coincidences‟, the „worth fighting, worth dying for‟ speech and the Zion 

„independence day‟ talk. 

The love story between Neo and Trinity is developed well, which was nice. (And steamy 

at one point) While everyone else was „dirty dancing‟ their way through the night (bit 

like Saturdays at Time Tunnel!)  they had other things on their minds! 

But what is Agent Smith up to?  What‟s his plan now?  Whys he copying himself?  Too 

many questions, think Ill have a lie down! 

Really not sure about the ending though.  The massacre of Zion was unesacery and the 

Architects talk with neo was a bit of a cop out. (In that he set it all up, including Neo)  

Hope the third film ends on a cheerier note. 

But, when u think about it, what happens afterwards might be the key to the next film. 

What I mean is, when the Nebnucanesser is destroyed, Neo is able to disable the 

Sentinels and says “Something feels different” b4 he collapses.  So I think there are 2 

possibilities of what‟s going on. 

1) Somehow the Architect misjudged Neos power, which has mutated to allow him 

control over machines while outside the Matrix, BUT the 1
st
 time he uses this 

power, it drains him completely. 

2) Neo is still in the Matrix, but in a different program, somehow the Architect wants 

him to believe that Zion is destroyed, but why?  Also note that the Architect is the 

Mainframe/core of the  Matrix, so would use any and all means to stop/distract 

Neo from his mission.  Is everything the Architect says a lie??? 

Either way, roll on Matrix Revolutions in November when all will be answered! 

 

 


